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DOCENTE: Prof.ssa ANNA MARIA ALMERICO
PREREQUISITES knowledge of molecular structure of drugs.  knowledge of approaches to the 

synthesis and characterization of molecules.

LEARNING OUTCOMES Knowledge  and  understanding  -  Knowledge  of  useful  methods  and
instrumentations to synthesize compounds of pharmaceutical interest. Ability to
understand problems and suggest solutions for the processes involved.
Applying  knowledge  and  understanding  -  Ability  to  find  and  utilize  new
technologies also with the aid of suitable databases.
Making judgements -  Ability  to  evaluate the obtained results  and to  plane new
strategies on the base of what has learnt during the course
Communication -  Ability  to  explain  and discuss the results  of  study devoted to
the synthesis and purification of new molecule of biological interest.
Learning  skills  -  Ability  to  utilize  the  acquired  knowledge  to  the  field  of  drug
synthesis.

ASSESSMENT METHODS The student must answer at least three/four questions covering all aspect of the 
program. The oral examination tends to evaluate whether the student has 
developed knowledge, understanding and the ability to integrate the topics 
within the program. The threshold of sufficiency will be achieved if the student 
shows knowledge and understanding of the topics at least in general terms with 
sufficient communicative skills. Below this threshold the exam will be 
unsatisfactory and student will not pass it. On the contrary, the more the student 
will interact with the examining board with better expositive skill and deeper 
knowledge, the more the evaluation will be positive. The assessment is carried 
out of thirty.

EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES The students should acquire all the suitable knowledge to successfully carry on 
the synthesis of compounds of pharmaceutical interest.

TEACHING METHODS lectures

SUGGESTED BIBLIOGRAPHY J. Leonard, B. Lygo, G. Procter: “Advanced Pratical Organic Chemistry” Blackie 
Academic & Professional.
MATERIALE DIDATTICO FORNITO DAL DOCENTE

SYLLABUS
Hrs Frontal teaching

5 Safety in the organic synthesis laboratory. Glassware and instrumentation in the organic synthesis laboratory. 
Laboratory notebook.

12 How to dry and purify the solvents. Reactants: preparation, purification, handling.

5 Gas. Vacuum pump apparatus

10 How to search and utilize a Database . Work-up of the reactions.

5 large scale reactions. Small scale reactions

8 Special procedures. How to solve problems encountered during a reaction. Products characterisation. 
Understanding and making a report of the obtained results.
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